FUMC ESL 11-18-2021 High Intermediate and Advanced
Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Do you have any plans for
Thanksgiving?
Pronunciation: There are two sounds for C, C=K and C=S
When C comes before a consonant we pronounce like K. When C comes at the end of the
word we pronounce like K. If the C is followed by A, O or U, we pronounce like K.
club

closet

clothes

cry

crowd

cruel

include

uncle

truck

ticket

picture

October

music

romantic

plastic

basic

tra c

panic

copy

captain

score

discuss

second

excuse

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I got a prescription at the clinic.
He'll win the October election
Carry the clothes in the closet to the attic.
The electric clock tells the exact time.
A black truck blocked tra c.

When C comes before E, I or Y, we pronounce like S.
center

cereal

certain

force

sentence

medicine

circus

cigarette

grocery

justice

pencil

decide

excite

recipe

cycle

bicycle

mercy

citizen

Note that in some words, one of the C's will be pronounced with a K sound and the other as an
S soundC. EX: cancer, circle, cycle, accept, accent, calcium, accident, vaccine, succeed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When my bicycle was stolen, I called the city police.
It is certain that cigarettes cause cancer.
The children feel secure at the day care center.
When did the accident occur?
I don't have access to your account records.

The Secret Life of Bees, part 12
Review: In the last episode, Rosaleen and Lily were headed into town when they came across
some bad white men. They were teasing and insulting Rosaleen, so she spit tobacco juice on
their shoes. They began to beat on Rosaleen. Suddenly the sheri appeared. The men yelled at
the sheri that Rosaleen had assaulted them and needed to be taken to jail. The sheri arrested
Rosaleen.
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The sheri loaded us in his squad car and took us to jail. The men from the gas station
followed right behind us honking the horn and yelling dirty names at us. I said, "Sheri , those
men are going to hurt us when we get to the station"
"Now Lily, relax. They aren't going to do anything right in front of a policeman."

But he was wrong. As we parked, the men pulled up right beside us and moved toward us. As
we got out of the car, I tried to stick right by Rosaleen's side, but one of the men pushed me
away from Rosaleen. Another man raised a big ashlight and smashed it down on Rosaleen's
forehead. Rosaleen dropped to her knees. I started screaming. The sheri grabbed me and put
his hand over my mouth. "Hush, now," he said. The men kept hitting Rosaleen. Finally, the
sheri said, "Now boys. That's enough. Ya'll go on home."
What happened when they arrived at the station?
What is your opinion of the sheri ?
The sheri and I half carried Rosaleen inside. I was so happy to be locked up in jail. We were
safe. But I was worried about Rosaleen. She had a big knot on her head where the ashlight hit
her and her cut was bleeding badly. I asked the sheri to take her to the hospital where she
could get sewn up. When he saw how badly she was bleeding, he agreed. I went along to hold
Rosaleen's hand, and to make sure those bullies didn't get another chance to beat her up.
Why was Lily happy to be locked in jail?
Why did the sheri agree to take Rosaleen to the hospital?
Why did Lily go along?
The doctor sewed Rosaleen's head up. We were waiting on the sheri to come back and pick
us up. I got to thinking that nothing good was going to happen to Rosaleen in this town. And
for that matter, nothing good was going to happen to me. So I told Rosaleen, "We've got to
get out of here."
"What are you talking about?" said Rosaleen. "How are we going to get out of here? That
sheri or those ignorant men from the gas station will catch us so fast!"
What does Lily decide while waiting for the sheri to come pick them up?
Does Rosaleen think running away is a good idea?
I thought about that. What we needed was a diversion. I quietly walked over to the white
section of the hospital and found a pay phone. I picked up the phone and waited until the local
operator, Lucille, came on. I made my voice sound like an adult. "Lucille, put a call through to
the re department. Tell them someone was shooting o reworks just east of town and they
started a grass re. Tell them to hurry before it gets out of control." Then I hung up real fast
before Lucille could gure out it was just me calling. Sure enough, in a few minutes I could hear
the sirens. Not only the re trucks, but it sounded like the sheri and all his deputies were
headed for the fake re. The police and re departments didn't have much excitement in a
small town like Sylvan, so when something did happen, they all turned on their sirens and went
to see what was going on. They would eventually gure out it was a false alarm, but by that
time, hopefully, we'd be gone.
What is a diversion?
How did Lily create a diversion?
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I ran back to Rosaleen and we slipped out the back door of the hospital. We kept away from
the highway where we'd be easily seen. We stayed on the backroads. And when we heard
anyone coming, we'd skitter over into the woods and wait till they passed. I didn't have any
idea where we were headed until I saw a sign that said, "Tiberon, 40 miles."

Tiberon. That's what was written on the Black Virgin Mary from Mother's box. I knew Mother
had been there. I had planned to go there when I grew up, but I might as well go now. I was
determined not to go back to T. Ray. Rosaleen griped and complained. "We can't walk 40
miles, Lily. What are you thinking?"
How did they keep from being caught?
Why did Lily decide to go to Tiberon?
But fortunately, we didn't have to walk. A few minutes down the road we walked up behind an
old beat up pick up truck pulled to the side of the road. An old Black man was pouring water
into the radiator. Rosaleen spoke to him. "Hello, Henry. I thought that looked like your truck.
Are you having trouble?"
"Well, hello Rosaleen. No, no trouble. I'm just putting a little water in the radiator to keep the
engine cool. It's easy to overheat in this hot weather. You live at that peach farm west of town,
don't you? What are you doing way out here?" he said.
I could tell Rosaleen didn't know what to say, so I spoke up. "Hello, Henry. I'm Lily. I'm T. Ray's
girl. Rosaleen and I are on the way to visit my aunt in Tiberon. But it's awful hot walking. I was
wondering, do you think you might give us a ride to Tiberon?"
I smiled my brightest smile. Henry took o his hat and wiped his forehead with his
handkerchief. He didn't say anything for a minute. I could tell he was pondering whether it
might be dangerous for him to take a white girl in his truck. But eventually he decided it was all
right since Rosaleen was along.
"I suppose I could," he said. "I'm headed that way. Just let me nish up here. Ya'll climb on in."
Who was Henry and how did he help Rosaleen and Lily?
Why was Henry a little scared to give Rosaleen and Lily a ride to Tiberon?
What questions or comments do you have about the story so far?
Grammar Quiz: Using Past Perfect Tense
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1. Had they (spoke / spoken) to her before?
2. She (had not / has not) left because she was waiting for the night guard to arrive.
3. I had never (saw / seen) her before.
4. We arrived at 8, but the train (has / had) already left.
5. Sara thought she (had been / has been) to that zoo before.
6. He told us the package (has been / had been) mailed last week.
7. Where (had / have) the security guard gone?
8. After the shooting, I wondered what (had / has) prompted him to bring a gun to a parade.
9. The janitor (has / had) locked the door before he left.
10. We (have / had) planned to go to the park until we heard the weather forecast.
11. He had (broke / broken) his arm once before.
12. She had never (ridden / rode) a horse before.
13. By the time Dad arrived, we had ( nishing / nished) dinner.
14. After they had (ate / eaten) the shell sh, they began to feel sick.
15. She had already (buy / bought) the ticket.

